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Abstract

The development of information systems (IS) has increased in the e-commerce field. The need
for continuous improvement of decision support systems implies the integration of multiple
methodologies such as expert knowledge, data mining, big data, artificial intelligence, and multi-
criteria decision analysis (MCDA) methods. Artificial intelligence algorithms have proven their
effectiveness as an engine for data-driven information systems. MCDA methods demonstrated
usefulness in domains dealing with multiple dimensions. One of the most critical points of any
MCDA procedure is criteria weighting using subjective or objective methods. However, both
approaches have several limitations when there is a need to map the preferences of unavailable
experts. EVO-SPOTIS library integrating a stochastic evolutionary algorithm with the MCDA
method, introduced in this paper, attempts to address this problem. In this approach, the Dif-
ferential Evolution (DE) algorithm is used to identify decision-makers’ preferences based on
datasets evaluated by experts in the past. The Stable Preference Ordering Towards Ideal Solu-
tion (SPOTIS) method is used to compute the DE objective function’s values and perform the
final evaluation of alternatives using the identified weights. Results confirm the high potential
of the library for identification preferences and modeling customer behavior.

Keywords: Decision Support Systems, Differential Evolution Algorithm, Preference Identifi-
cation, MCDA, SPOTIS

1. Introduction
Information systems are increasingly popular in many areas. One of them is consumer deci-
sion support on e-commerce websites. Nowadays, recommender systems must consider the
high accuracy of recommendations, the diversified needs of users, and the variety and novelty
of products [11]. In such a situation, the problem of contradictions in the considered recom-
mendation criteria arises, which suggests the use of Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis Methods
(MCDA) to obtain a reliable recommendation [13]. However, a requirement for interactive in-
volvement of system analysts and domain experts in the decision-making process is a significant
limitation of MCDA in Decision Support Systems (DSS). On the other hand, methods for ex-
tracting knowledge from data can provide many opportunities and the essential information to
improve DSS functionality.

This paper is an attempt at MCDA process automatization in the mentioned aspect. The au-
thors’ purpose was to develop a Python library for obtaining product recommendations, which
could provide an engine for a decision support system recommending the advantageous prod-
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uct to buy. To ensure system autonomy, the authors combined the stochastic DE evolutionary
algorithm with the SPOTIS method, which, based on historical datasets, identifies decision-
makers’ preferences represented by criteria weights. In particular, this paper introduces the
EVO-SPOTIS method combining an evolutionary algorithm with the MCDA method. Such an
approach makes it possible to consider many different technical attributes of products in the
recommendation process incorporating identified preferences related to considered criteria. The
presented approach employs a stochastic evolutionary algorithm called Differential Evolution
(DE) integrated with the Stable Preference Ordering Towards Ideal Solution method (SPOTIS).
The most important module of the implemented library includes the DE algorithm used to iden-
tify decision-makers’ preferences. At the same time, the SPOTIS method supplies the fitness
function of this algorithm. The value of the fitness function is the correlation coefficient of the
real ranking and the predicted ranking, which is generated by the SPOTIS method using actual
weights determined by DE. A practical application of EVO-SPOTIS is presented in the example
of mobile phones.

Employing the SPOTIS method is justified by its several advantages, which include resis-
tance to the phenomenon of reversal of rankings and the ability to identify a full domain model
by establishing bounds by the decision-maker, which is essential for a wide range of product
attributes. Another advantage of this method is the uncomplicated and fast algorithm, which
saves time when running many iterations required by a stochastic algorithm. Instead, the appli-
cation of the DE algorithm is justified by the fact that the algorithm is multi-objective, effective
in continuous-based optimization problems [16], and the problem of identifying weights that
are real numbers is in the continuous domain. Due to the rapid reaching of convergence by
the DE algorithm, a small number of iterations is required, which saves time when multiple
simulations are necessary. Furthermore, the small number of setting parameters needed and the
simple algorithm with high accuracy and robustness make DE suitable for implementation to
solve real-life problems for both research and practical purposes. The authors implemented the
library in Python 3 and provided it in the repository of software for the Python programming lan-
guage, the Python Package Index (PyPI) https://pypi.org/project/evo-spotis/.
It can be easily downloaded and installed using pip. Complete codes and examples of usage
with datasets are also available on GitHub at https://github.com/energyinpython/
EVO-SPOTIS. The implementation includes the DE algorithm adapted to the presented prob-
lem, the SPOTIS method, and other supporting methods and solution visualization techniques.
In addition, the delivered library contains complete codes of all used methods providing an
environment for researchers to conduct research and simulations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in section 2 examples of applications of
stochastic algorithms and MCDA methods in the field of decision support systems in reviewed
research papers are discussed. Next, section 3 introduces the methodology for this research,
including the DE algorithm and the SPOTIS method. Then, in section 4 results of performed
research are presented and discussed. Finally, section 5 provides conclusions and drawn future
works.

2. Literature Review
Recommendation systems help support decisions that require consideration of multiple selection
criteria and alternatives. These tools estimate decision-makers’ preferences based on historical
data, interactions, or feedback. In recommendation problems, artificial intelligence methods are
commonly used, including machine learning, especially deep learning using neural networks,
which can grasp nonlinear relationships in data [8, 23]. Another group of methods that can be
useful in recommender systems is represented by stochastic optimization methods that search for
optimal preference values of criteria by which the alternatives have been previously scored. The
Differential Evolution algorithm (DE), which belongs to the group of evolutionary algorithms,
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is a stochastic, population-based best solution search technique. This algorithm was developed
by Storn and Price [18] and is inspired by the biological model of evolution and natural selec-
tion. This technique is fast and simple, and its practical utility has been proved in continuous
problems solved in many fields, such as signal processing [4], multiobjective optimization [10]
and pattern recognition [3]. Among the main advantages of DE are fast convergence, a small
number of set parameters required, robustness, and ease of implementation [10]. The main
principle of DE is based on the iterative generation of candidate populations representing solu-
tions using evolutionary operations such as mutation, crossover, and selection so that the best
individuals can survive in subsequent generations. This procedure aims to obtain the best possi-
ble individuals whose quality is measured using a fitness function appropriately defined for the
problem [1].

The potential of the DE algorithm has been successfully exploited in research focused on
multi-criteria evaluation problems where preference identification is an important point. Among
the examples of hybrid approaches integrating multi-object DE algorithm with MCDA methods,
the work involving optimization of photovoltaic system configuration parameters is worth men-
tioning by minimizing technical and cost objective functions [16]. The authors of this work used
the DE algorithm integrated with AHP-TOPSIS. The authors of another paper employed the DE
algorithm to determine the weights of meteorological disaster evaluation indicators, and the
evaluation model is based on the VIKOR method [22]. In another work, an application of dif-
ferential evolution for determining meteorological disasters criteria importance is presented and
discussed. Multi-criteria meteorological disaster risk assessment is based on the PROMETHEE
method [21]. There is also work demonstrating the usage of the DE algorithm to generate cri-
teria weights necessary for the Electre III method, which was aimed to produce rankings based
on collected scores in multi-criteria enterprise inventory assessment [5]. Paper [14] presents
a hybrid combination of the TOPSIS and DE algorithm for establishing weights in scenario
evaluation in rail transportation.

Stochastic algorithms are applied to problems where the critical point is the lack of specific
information necessary to solve a multi-criteria problem. The authors of paper [15] demon-
strated the use of a genetic algorithm, tabu search, and simulated annealing, among others, to
reconstruct incomplete rankings. In the described problem, the authors knew the incomplete
preferences of dozens of decision-makers in a case study on ranking insulating materials. In
the next paper [19] the application of a genetic algorithm to solve the optimization problem of
online shopping is presented. The authors of this paper demonstrated the effectiveness of this
approach in achieving optimal solutions for the problem in which the product’s price is not the
only determinant for the recommendation. A personalized recommendation system considering
multiple conflicting metrics as selection criteria applying a multiobjective personalized recom-
mendation algorithm using extreme point guided evolutionary computation (MOEA-EPG) is the
topic of paper [11].

The cited examples confirm the usefulness and effectiveness of the DE algorithm in hybrid
combination with various MCDA methods, focusing on identifying evaluation criteria weights.
The above literature review proves stochastic algorithms’ high popularity and effectiveness
to support autonomic recommender systems considering multiple selection criteria. Further-
more, authors using approaches involving stochastic algorithms have noted its utility in the e-
commerce domain. Stochastic algorithms particularly frequently used for this purpose include
evolutionary and genetic algorithms.

3. Methodology
This paper aims to demonstrate the applicability of the methodology integrating the DE algo-
rithm and MCDA procedure in decision support systems to identify decision-makers’ prefer-
ences in a given multi-criteria problem. Thus, criteria weights are sought based on a sufficiently
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large historical training dataset containing performance data for analogous alternatives evalu-
ated previously by decision-makers concerning considered criteria. The placement and practical
application of the implemented EVO-SPOTIS library as the algorithmic layer of a decision sup-
port system for product recommendation is displayed as a flowchart of the system in Figure 1.
The developed EVO-SPOTIS method is an integral part of the backend layer in the exemplary
e-commerce system shown in the presented flowchart.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart presenting the framework of DSS based on the EVO-SPOTIS library.

A training dataset for solving such a problem consists of samples representing alternatives.
These samples contain performance values for considered evaluation criteria. Criteria perfor-
mances play the role of training features. The target variable is defined by the real ranking
determined by decision-makers for the training dataset of assessed alternatives. The test dataset
is approximately 20% of the size of the whole dataset and contains performance values of alter-
natives for considered criteria, while the criteria weights and alternatives’ ranking are unknown.
Therefore, the goal is to identify criteria weights related to the training dataset using the DE al-
gorithm and the selected MCDA method. The determined weights are then applied to generate
a recommendation ranking using the MCDA method for the test dataset.

First, an initial population of a specified size is generated. Then, each individual, including
N variables representing the solution under search, which are the criteria weights, evolves in
successive iterations of the algorithm. Next, candidate solutions are evaluated using the fitness
function. This research employs a fitness function to determine the convergence of real ranking
and ranking generated by the SPOTIS method using criteria weights determined by the DE
algorithm. Consistency between both rankings is measured with Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient rs. It is a profit function because the high convergence between compared rankings
confirms the goodness of the solution.

3.1. The Differential Evolution Algorithm

The optimization of the problem is performed in the DE algorithm in the iterative procedure of
improving candidate solutions by applying three evolutionary operators: mutation, crossover,
and selection. The subsequent phases of the DE algorithm are presented in the following steps,
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based on [1, 18].
Step 1. Generate an initial population of a given, constant size PS. Then, each individ-

ual xi,g containing N variables (j = 1, 2, . . . , N) representing the solution sought, namely
criteria weights, evolves in subsequent steps involving three evolutionary operators: mutation,
crossover, and selection. The symbol i denotes the number of individuals, and g means the
generation number.

Step 2. Mutation operation. Generate a mutated vector vi for each vector xi, according to
the following Equation (1) according to basic strategy DE/rand/1

vi,g+1 = xr1,g + F · (xr2,g − xr3,g), r1 ̸= r2 ̸= r3 (1)

where r1, r2, r3 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , PS} are randomly selected indexes different from the actual
index i. F ∈ [0, 2] is a mutation parameter which provides the amplification of the differential
variation (xr2,g−xr3,g). The mutation can also be performed employing the DE/best/1/ strategy,
as shown in Equation (2), which can increase the convergence of the algorithm using the best
information found in the evolutionary process [22].

vi,g+1 = xbest,g + F · (xr1,g − xr2,g), r1 ̸= r2 (2)

where xbest,g represents the best individual vector in generation g.
Step 3. Crossover operation. Generate u trial vectors in the procedure of combination target

and mutated vectors, namely offspring. This procedure is performed to increase the diversity of
vectors. Crossover may be binomial or exponential [7]. Binomial crossover operation performed
in this research involves the generation of the sample vectors according to Equation (3)

ui,g+1 =

{
vi,g+1, rand(j) ≤ CR or j = aj
xi,g, otherwise

(3)

where CR ∈ [0, 1] is the constant crossover probability, rand(j) ∈ [0, 1] represents the jth
evaluation of a uniform random number and aj , (j = 1, 2, . . . , N) denotes a randomly chosen
index which provides that ui,g+1 gets at least one element from mutated vectors vi,g+1.

Step 4. Selection operation. Compare each trial vector with the corresponding target vector
based on the fitness function value f . This procedure determines which individuals are expected
to survive to the next generation (g+1). The fitness function includes determining the ranking of
training alternatives by the MCDA method using weights determined by the DE algorithm. The
authors chose the SPOTIS method for the aim of this research. The vector of weights determined
by the DE algorithm is used in MCDA evaluation. Then, the convergence of real ranking and
ranking generated using weights determined with DE is measured by the rs coefficient. Suppose
the fitness function f value for the trial solution is better than for the corresponding individual
in the population. In that case, the individual is replaced with the trial solution, as shown in
Equation (4).

xi,g+1 =


ui,g+1, f(ui,g+1) ≥ f(xi,g) for profit f
ui,g+1, f(ui,g+1) ≤ f(xi,g) for cost f
xi,g otherwise

(4)

The number of DE iterations is defined or dependent on reaching a predefined fitness func-
tion value. The final result of DE is the solution represented by the best individual at the termi-
nation of the algorithm.

3.2. The SPOTIS Method

The following steps of the SPOTIS (Stable Preference Ordering Towards Ideal Solution) method
are presented based on [6].
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Step 1. Define the MCDA problem with the specification of minimum and maximum
bounds of performance values for each criterion contained in decision matrix S = [sij ]m×n.
For each criterion Cj(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) the minimum and maximum bounds of this criterion is
determined respectively by Smin

j and Smax
j .

Step 2. Determination of Ideal Solution Point (ISP ) denoted by S⋆ based on bounds de-
termined in previous step. If for the criterion Cj larger score value is preferred, then the ISP
for criterion Cj is S⋆

j = Smax
j . On the other hand if for the criterion Cj lower score value is

preferred, then the ISP for criterion Cj is S⋆
j = Smin

j . The ideal multi-criteria best solution S⋆

is defined as the point of coordinates (S⋆
1 , S

⋆
j , . . . , S

⋆
n).

Step 3. Determine the normalized distances dij from ISP for each alternative Ai with
Equation (5).

dij(Ai, s
⋆
j ) =

|Sij − S⋆
j |

|Smax
j − Smin

j |
(5)

Step 4. Calculation of the weighted normalized average distance according to Equation (6)

d(Ai, s
⋆) =

n∑
j=1

wjdij(Ai, s
⋆
j ) (6)

where wj denotes the weight of jth criterion.
Step 5. Creation of alternatives’ ranking by sorting d(Ai, s

⋆) values in ascending order. The
most preferred alternative has the lowest d(Ai, s

⋆) value.

3.3. The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient

The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient is calculated to compare two rankings x and y as
Equation (7) demonstrates based on [17]

rs = 1− 6 ·
∑N

i=1(xi − yi)
2

N · (N2 − 1)
(7)

where N means size of vector x and y. In the presented paper, the obtained value measures
predicted ranking accuracy regarding the real ranking.

3.4. The Practical Example of EVO-SPOTIS Library Application in Identification of
Product Preferences

The developed approach combining DE algorithm with the SPOTIS method is demonstrated in
a practical example of a multi-criteria evaluation of mobile phones. This problem represents
a situation where the decision-maker has complete performance data on considered alterna-
tives. Nevertheless, criteria weights are still needed to evaluate the dataset with the MCDA
method. They can be determined by subjective methods that require the active participation
of the decision-maker providing expertise in the problem being solved. However, objective
weighting techniques can determine criteria weights based on the decision matrix. Besides,
there are situations when decision-makers know the ranking of alternatives for an analogous
situation evaluated by experts previously. Decision-makers may prefer to take advantage of
knowledge regarding the relevance of particular criteria in the expert-rated problem. The au-
thors present the EVO-SPOTIS method to determine the weights of criteria based on a training
dataset with a known ranking estimated by experts in the past and archived. In this case, the
training dataset contains performances of 1600 analogous variants concerning the same criteria
as the actual problem to be solved and the ranking determined by decision-makers. There-
fore, criteria weights are expected to be determined based on this historical dataset by the
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DE algorithm. Meanwhile, 400 alternatives included in the actual set, which is planned to
be evaluated, represent a test dataset. Training and test datasets were collected for this research
from the mobile phone database available at https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
iabhishekofficial/mobile-price-classification.

The first step of the research was to perform simulations on a training set using the EVO-
SPOTIS method to identify the best hyperparameters of the DE algorithm for which the results
obtained are the most accurate. Results accuracy is determined by measuring the correlation of
the ranking predicted by the EVO-SPOTIS method with the real ranking. First, iterative sim-
ulations were performed to indicate the most suitable population size PS and constant value
of crossover probability CR. The number of iterations was set to 200, while the mutation pa-
rameter F was determined randomly from 0.2 to 0.8. After establishing the best DE algorithm
parameter values, the next step involves using them to determine the criteria weights for the
training dataset by the EVO-SPOTIS method. Then the test dataset is evaluated with the SPO-
TIS method using the vector of criteria weights obtained in the previous stage. This step gives a
vector with the SPOTIS preference values of the alternatives, which have to be ranked in ascend-
ing order according to the SPOTIS algorithm. The ranking of the alternatives assessed from the
test set is known for this investigation. The authors intentionally chose such a simulation dataset
with a known ranking for the test set to have the opportunity to demonstrate the accuracy of the
approach presented in the paper. Therefore, the authors can evaluate the convergence of real and
predicted rankings at the final phase of the study using the EVO-SPOTIS method. The corre-
lation value of the compared rankings can be calculated using the selected ranking correlation
coefficient. In the case of this study, the authors used Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
for this purpose.

4. Results
This section presents the research results involving the assessment of selected mobile phones
with criteria weights determined using the EVO-SPOTIS library based on an analogous histor-
ical ranked dataset. The problem involves a multi-criteria evaluation of 400 mobile phones by
the SPOTIS method, considering 21 criteria. These alternatives represent, for example, phones
available at a given time in an online store or a set of phones with technical attribute values
within the range chosen by the decision-maker. The training dataset consists of 1600 samples.
The criteria taken into account in the evaluation are the technical parameters of the evaluated
phones (C1–C20) and the price range within which the model can be bought (C21). Information
on the assessment criteria is provided in Table 1. The last column contains criteria types. The
value of criterion type can be represented by Max, describing a profit criterion, or Min, denoting
a cost criterion. Profit criteria are those with a maximization objective. On the other hand, the
cost criteria aim is to minimize value.

The first step involved running simulations to determine the best hyperparameters of the DE
algorithm. Simulation results, including 40 runs to determine the convergence of real ranking
and ranking generated by the EVO-SPOTIS approach for a test dataset containing 200 samples
measured by the rs coefficient, are displayed as violin charts representing the distribution of this
coefficient in Figure 2. In this simulation, the DE algorithm was trained on a training dataset
including 800 samples. It can be observed that the rs coefficient values for all the examined
options are high, close to 1, which indicates the high convergence of the compared rankings and
the high accuracy of the demonstrated approach. However, the best results were achieved for
population size parameter PS equal to 60 and crossover probability parameter CR equal to 0.4.
Thus, these hyperparameters were adopted for the final version of the algorithm.

In the following step of this research, the EVO-SPOTIS algorithm was applied to rank al-
ternatives from the test dataset, including 400 samples using weights determined based on the
training dataset with 1600 samples. Figure 3 presents charts displaying changes in fitness func-

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/iabhishekofficial/mobile-price-classification
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/iabhishekofficial/mobile-price-classification
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tion values over subsequent algorithm iterations. The charts demonstrate the fast achieving con-
vergence for the investigated problem. The fitness function achieves a very high convergence of
the real and generated by the developed method ranking in the early iterations.

Table 1. Criteria considered in multi-criteria problem of mobile phones assessment.

Cj Symbol Name Explanation Goal
C1 battery_power Battery power Total energy a battery can store in one

time measured in mAh
Max

C2 blue Blue Has bluetooth or not Max
C3 clock_speed Clock speed Speed at which microprocessor exe-

cutes instructions
Max

C4 dual_sim Dual sim Has dual sim support or not Max
C5 fc Fc (Front camera) Front Camera mega pixels Max
C6 four_g Four G Has 4G or not Max
C7 int_memory Internal memory Internal Memory in Gigabytes Max
C8 m_dep Mobile depth Mobile Depth in cm Min
C9 mobile_wt Mobile weight Weight of mobile phone Min
C10 n_cores Number of cores Number of cores of processor Max
C11 pc Primary camera Primary Camera mega pixels Max
C12 px_height Px height Pixel Resolution Height Max
C13 px_width Px width Pixel Resolution Width Max
C14 ram RAM Random Access Memory in Megabytes Max
C15 sc_h Screen height Screen Height of mobile in cm Max
C16 sc_w Screen width Screen Width of mobile in cm Max
C17 talk_time Talk time Longest time that a single battery

charge will last when you are talking
Max

C18 three_g Three G Has 3G or not Max
C19 touch_screen Touch screen Has touch screen or not Max
C20 wifi Wi-fi Has wifi or not Max
C21 price_range Price Range of price Min
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Fig. 2. Distribution of rs values for real and predicted rankings using different DE parameters.

The comparison between the real and determined by the DE algorithm weights is visualized
in Figure 4. Table 2 shows a high convergence between real and DE weights for all criteria con-
sidered. The high convergence of DE weights with the reference weights was also confirmed
by the high value of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, equal to 0.9999. Figure 5 demonstrates a
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comparison of the real ranking and the ranking generated by the EVO-SPOTIS method, consid-
ering the top 40 best-rated alternatives for a better visualization effect. A significant advantage
of the results is that the top ranks are identical since the best-ranked alternatives are typically
the most interesting to decision-makers. The high convergence of the predicted and reference
rankings is confirmed by the high value of the rs coefficient equal to 0.9999. It implies that
compared rankings are almost identical. Complete rankings with all evaluated alternatives are
available on Github.
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Fig. 3. Fitness function values for subsequent iterations of DE.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of real and predicted criteria weights.

Table 2. Comparison of real weights and weights determined with DE algorithm.

Cj Real DE Cj Real DE Cj Real DE
C1 0.0100 0.0101 C8 0.0276 0.0276 C15 0.0095 0.0095
C2 0.1093 0.1092 C9 0.0049 0.0049 C16 0.0484 0.0483
C3 0.0237 0.0237 C10 0.0214 0.0214 C17 0.0212 0.0211
C4 0.1018 0.1018 C11 0.0340 0.0340 C18 0.0415 0.0414
C5 0.0813 0.0812 C12 0.0379 0.0380 C19 0.1048 0.1048
C6 0.0996 0.0996 C13 0.0095 0.0095 C20 0.1068 0.1067
C7 0.0276 0.0276 C14 0.0221 0.0224 C21 0.0570 0.0572

The final step of the research was to compare the EVO-SPOTIS approach accuracy with
other methods for objective criteria weighting. For this purpose, the authors determined rankings
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using the SPOTIS method for a test set of evaluated products using attribute weights determined
by three different methods: Entropy [12], Criteria Importance Through Inter criteria Correlation
(CRITIC) [2], and Gini coefficient-based weighting methods [20]. Then the convergence of the
generated rankings with the real ranking was determined and compared, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. rs correlation values between rankings obtained using different criteria weights.

Weighting method DE Entropy CRITIC Gini coefficient-based
Real ranking 0.999997 0.997293 0.943665 0.952801

The results show that the EVO-SPOTIS approach enables the determination of criteria
weights that are more consistent with the weights assigned by experts for the analogous histor-
ical set of products than other methods considered. The highest value of correlation coefficient
rs was achieved for the EVO-SPOTIS approach (0.9999). The obtained results confirm the re-
liability and high accuracy of the EVO-SPOTIS approach for identification preferences in the
e-commerce domain. The high accuracy of the obtained results proves the potential usefulness
of the developed library in websites of e-commerce recommendation systems concerning many
attributes and technical parameters of the offered products. Furthermore, the implemented ap-
proach is an alternative to involving domain experts with each case or using objective weighting
methods, especially when it is needed to personalize recommendations, for example, consid-
ering specific groups of customers. In this situation, identifying product preferences based on
historical data and rankings makes it possible to give an accurate, personalized recommendation.

Stochastic evolutionary algorithms significantly extend the opportunities of MCDA because
they can generate weights of considered attributes from data and thus substitute for the decision-
maker. The developed approach presents significant practical and scientific potential in customer
behavior modeling and product and service recommendation systems based on data mining and
agent modeling. Thus, stochastic algorithms combined with the MCDA approach gain new ap-
plication areas [9]. The obtained results confirm the high potential of the proposed approach
in multi-criteria problems where identification of decision-makers’ preferences is essential, for
example, in modeling customer behavior and designing recommender systems in e-commerce.
The developed library may be applicable in e-commerce as an engine for a product recommen-
dation system to support purchasing decisions. Additionally, the library enables the induction of
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behavioral models of decision-makers and the determination of selection criteria guiding buy-
ers through the identification of preferences. Furthermore, by determining the weights of the
criteria autonomously, the presented library breaks the classical DSS paradigm, requiring the
determination of the importance of evaluation criteria by an expert. Thus, it is an attractive and
beneficial alternative to classical DSS, requiring objective or subjective criteria weighting.

5. Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to present the usefulness and effectiveness of the developed
EVO-SPOTIS method-based Python package implemented for identifying criteria weights from
historical data and multi-criteria evaluation of alternatives using established weights. The pre-
sented method has the potential to be an engine for data-driven decision support systems in the
field of e-commerce. The practical application of the implemented library is presented on the
problem of multi-criteria assessment of mobile phones. The obtained results confirmed that
the presented method gives accurate and reproducible outcomes for the investigated problem.
Furthermore, the proposed approach accurately reflects the decision maker’s preferences and
quickly reaches convergence, so it does not require many iterations, implying an advantageous
execution time. Therefore, the developed package shows high potential in autonomous data-
driven recommender systems and decision support systems. Future work directions include in-
vestigations for larger datasets and exploring the effect of training dataset size on the efficiency
of the proposed approach. Among future works are also investigations performed for datasets
representing other domains. Future research will also explore other stochastic algorithms and
their potential in the decision-makers’ preference identification, for example, other evolutionary,
genetic, and swarm algorithms.
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